[ 1 ] To investigate the triggering and the drainage mechanisms of ag lacier-dammed lake outburst, we conducted high-frequency measurements of the ice surface motion in the vicinity of Gornersee, an ice marginal lake on Gornergletscher,S witzerland. During the outburst event in July 2004, the ice surface within ad istance of 400 mf rom the lakeshore moved vertically upward by up to 0.1 m. This vertical surface motion cannot be explained by vertical straining of ice which was measured in one of the boreholes; therefore, we suggest the separation of the glacier sole from the bed was caused by subglacially drained lake water.Our observation indicates that the lake water drained as a sheet-like flow through the space created by the basal separation. The upward surface motion was greater in the region where the ice flotation level was exceeded by the lake level, implying that the ice barrier was breached when the lake water hydraulically connected to the bed and lifted up the glacier.I na ddition to the centimeter-scale vertical ice motion, three survey stakes located within 100 mfrom the lake showed extraordinarily large vertical displacement of 0.5-3.0 ma ssociated with abrupt changes in horizontal flow direction. Ap lausible interpretation is that the marginal ice wedge bent upward because of the buoyancy force generated by the drained water.Such bending is possible if subglacial and englacial fractures formed at about 200 mf rom the glacier margin and acted as ah inge. The newly formed and preexisting englacial fractures probably took the role of inducing englacial water drainage which preceded the outburst.
Introduction
[ 2 ]T he outburst of ag lacier-dammed lake is as udden release of meltwater impounded in ice marginal, subglacial, englacial, or supraglacial locations [ Roberts, 2 005] . It can have substantial impact on the physical environment and can pose as erious hazard as it is difficult to predict the timing and magnitude of floods [e.g., Haeberli,1 983; Björnsson, 1992 ; Richardsona nd Reynolds ,2 000; Raymond et al. , 2003] . Since an umbero fg lacier-dammed lakes have been newly formed as ar esult of recent glacier retreats, it is urgently necessary to acquire ab etter understanding of the triggering and drainage mechanisms of lake outbursts.
[ 3 ]I ng eneral, glacier-dammed lakes start to drain when the lake level reaches ac riticalt hreshold, which varies depending on the triggeringm echanismo ft he outburst [ Tweed and Russell, 1 999] . Thorarinsson [1953] proposed that the flotation of the 'ice dam' (glacier adjacentt ot he lake) caused by the pressure of the lake water initiates the drainage. In this case, the outburst is expected to occur when the lake level exceeds the flotation level of the ice barrier and the lake waterb reaks through the seal underneath. Although some observations suggested flotation as the triggering mechanism [ Sturm and Benson,1985; Knight and Russell,1 993] , many other outburst events were initiated before the flotation condition was met.The outburst of Grímsvötn, as ubglacial lake in Iceland, usually occurs at the lake level which is 20-50mless than that required for flotation [ Björnsson,1 992, 2002] . Nye [1976] a scribed this discrepancy to thef lexure of thei ce floating on the subglacial lake, thes o-called buoyantc antilevere ffect. Buoyant force acting on the floating part of the glacier pries the grounded ice off its bed, resulting in the flotation of the ice barrier at as ubglacial pressure slightly less than the ice overburden pressure. Since the stress condition of thei ce dam is influenced by the stress coupling with neighboring ice, the lake level required to breach the seal is not as imple function of the ice thickness at the point where hydraulic potential barrier exists. In addition to the lake level, the timing of the outburst is controlled by ice motion and crevasse formation, as well as certain character-istics of the ice dam, e.g., hydraulic connection at the bed, the possible existence of as ubglacial sediment layer [ Fowler and Ng, 1 996] , andd ebris content of thei ce [ Tweed, 2 000] . For this reason it is very difficult to predict lake outburst timing.
[ 4 ]T he water drainaget hrough ag lacier during al ake outburst has been studied in at heoretical way by many authors, who relied on the assumption that the lake water drains through as ingle conduit [ Nye,1 976; Spring and Hutter,1 981, 1982; Clarke,1 982, 2003; Fowler,1 999] . These theoretical investigations successfully reproduced the exponentiallyr ising limb of hydrographs (slowly starting andr apidly increasing discharge) measureda ts everal glaciers. It follows from these investigations that the opening of the conduit by frictional heat generated by the water flow and its closure due to viscous ice deformation are likely the controlling processesi nm any outburst events. However,s ome outburst events show linearly increasing discharge,w hich cannot be explained by conduit flow alone. The outburst of Grímsvötnin1996 is one such event [ Björnsson, 2 002] . Separation of the glacier sole from the bedd ue to the lake water pressure exceeding thei ce overburden, andt he subsequent sheet-likew ater flow through the subglacial space were proposed as an alternative drainage mechanism [ Björnsson,1997 [ Björnsson, , 2002 Jóhannesson, 2002] . Numerous observations during the1 996 event, including the unusually high lake level, surface uplift of the ice dam, and the development of supraglacial fountains, were consistent with this hypothesis. Flowers et al. [2004] showed that am odel formulated by the combination of conduits and sheet-like flow can explain the hydrograph of the 1996 outburst from Grímsvötn.
[ 5 ]T otest the hypotheses describedabove, it is necessary to gather comprehensive field data during al akeo utburst together with topographical information on the ice dam, e.g.,i ce thickness, bedrocka nd surfacee levation.T his paper presents ther esults of field measurements made during the glacier-dammed lake outburst at Gornergletscher in 2004 and discusses the triggering and drainage mechanisms implied by the observational data. We propose that the outburst was initiated by the flotation of the ice dam and the lake water draineda sas heet-likef low rather than through asingle conduit, as indicated by the vertical surface motion of the ice dam.
Field Measurements

Study Site
[ 6 ]G ornersee is an ice-marginal lake situated at the confluence area of Gornergletscher and Grenzgletscher in Va lais, Switzerland ( Figure 1a ). Itsa nnual formation in spring ands ubsequent drainage in summer provide an opportunity to study the outburst mechanismso faglacierdammed lake. Most of the lake is icefloored and the eastern margin is dammed by the bedrock. The lake collects surface snowmelt and icemelt over the course of the ablation season and abruptly releases waterfrom asubglacialoutlet into the river Gornera, 5k md ownstream from the lake. Over the past decades, the outburst has occurredregularly in June or July,w hereas the maximum volume of lake water varies significantly from year to year [ Huss et al., 2 007] . The maximum water volume in 2004 was estimated to be (4.0 ± 0.2) 10 6 m 3 on the basiso ft he lake levela nd the hypsometry of the lake floor,o btained by processinga n aerial photograph taken after the lake was emptied [ Huss et al., 2 007] . Ab ed elevation map with 25 mr esolution is available for Gornergletscher on the basis of radio-echo soundings carried out in 2004 and2 005 [ Huss,2 005; Riesen,2007] . Details of the radio-echo soundings and data processing methods are described in the auxiliary material. 
Ice Flow and Deformation Measurements
[ 7 ]F rom May to July 2004, we measured ice motion by surveying aluminum stakes installed in the glacier surface either by an automatic theodolite or GPS (Global Positioning System). The theodolite (Leica TCA1800) installed on the northern flank of the glacier (Figure 1a ) was automatically seti no peratione very hour to survey the threedimensional positions of the reflectors mounted on stakes [33] [34] [35] [36] 41, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . The survey data were corrected by the reference measurement of reflectors fixed )m m ( d :d istance in millimeters), which correspond to positional errors from several to 10 millimeters. The accuracy of the relative stake movement in the vertical direction was from ±3 to ±8 mm, depending on the distance from the theodolite to the survey stakes. Owing to the high-frequency measurement, the accuracy can be improved by filtering the data.
[ 8 ]S takes 37 and 42 ( Figure 1b) were surveyed by GPS receivers (Leica System 500) mounted on top of the stakes. The L1 and L2 phase signals werer ecorded eight times ad ay for static epochs of 1hat regular intervals of 3h .T he GPS data were postprocessed with thed ata recordedb yt he reference receiver installed on the bedrock at the northern flank of the glacier.T he accuracy of the GPS survey is estimated to be about 3a nd 5m mi nt he horizontal and vertical directions, respectively [ Sugiyama and Gudmundsson, 2 004] .
[ 9 ]H igh-accuracy borehole length measurements [ Gudmundsson,2 002; Sugiyama andG udmundsson, 2003] were repeated from 14 June to 12 July to measure the vertical strain of the ice. We drilled a1 56 md eep borehole (BH150 in Figure 1b) , where the ice is 210 m thick, with ah ot water drilling system and installed ar ing magnet at the bottom of the borehole. By using ameasuring tape equipped with am agnetic sensor on its end, the distance from the magnet to the reference bar installed on the glacier surface was measured once or twice ad ay.T he accuracy of the measurement was estimated as 2-3 mm from repeated measurements [ Gudmundsson, 2 002; Sugiyama and Gudmundsson , 2 003] .
Hydrological Measurements
[ 10]T hreeb oreholes (BH430 in Figure 1a , and BH230 and BH210 in Figure 1b) were drilled for subglacial water pressure measurements.A ccording to thel engtho ft he drilling hose, the ice thickness at these drilling sites was 430, 230, and 210 m, respectively,w ith an accuracy of severalm eters.T he waterl evelsi nt he boreholesw ere recorded every 10 min by using vibrating wire pressure transducers (Geokon Model4 500) andadata logger (Campbell CR10X). The measurement accuracy was equivalent to aw ater level of ±0.35 m. The water level data in BH210 was available only until 6July because of a technical problem with either the sensor or the logger.
[ 11]T he lake water level wasm easured by aw ater pressure transducer (Keller,P AA-36W) installed near the deepest point of the lake and recorded every 10 min by the data logger (Campbell CR10X) with an accuracy of ±6 mm. The measurement was terminated when afloating ice block cut the sensor cable during the outburst on 5July.From the change in the waterl evel and the hypsometry of the lake floor,the discharge rate from the lake was computedfor the period of 2-5 July.T he error in the discharge due to the uncertainty in the lake floor elevation was about ±5%. To obtain an accurate figure for the lake discharge, changes in the water level due to meltwater input were corrected by using as urface melt model [ Huss et al., 2 007] .
[ 12]W ater discharge from the glacier was measured at approximately 1k md own thev alley from the glacier terminus. The Grande Dixence hydroelectric power company operates aw ater intake system and measures the river discharge every hour.
Results
Lake Outburst
[ 13]I n2 004, the lake began forming in the middle of May,a nd the lake level increased progressively until the lake basin was completely filled (Figures2 aa nd 3a). The amount of stored water on 1July was estimated as (4 ±0.2) 10 6 m 3 from the measured lake level and the known hypsometry of the lake floor.T he rate of the waterv olume increase agrees well with the cumulative meltwater input computed by the surface melt model [ Huss et al., 2 007] , suggesting no significant leakage before the outburst event. The lake level overtopped the ice dam surface on 1July and the lake water began to flow over the glacier surface prior to the main drainage.Onthe same day at 1110h,the water level suddenly dropped by 0.3 mwithin the measurement interval of 10 min (Figure 3a inset ). This incidence indicates the transfer of (8.0 ±0 .4) 10 4 m 3 of lake watert os ubglacial and/or englacial space.
[ 14]T he lake level rose again during the rest of the day, and then the outburst began on 2July.The lake level began to decreaseg radually early in them orning,w hichw as followed by calving of marginal ice at the north of the lake and subsequent increase in the discharge rate. Although the lake level data are available only until 5J uly,d aily images taken by an automatic camera from Gornergrat (northern flank of Gornergletscher) and visual observations confirmed that the lake was nearly empty on 7J uly.T he water was draining subglacially at the eastern margin of the glacier during the latter half of the drainagefrom 5to6July.When the lake emptied out, we found several water channels with diameters of 2-3 mwereexcavated into the ice (Figures 2b  and 2c ). These channels were located at horizontal distances of about 5-10mfrom the maximum lakeshore and about 2-5mbelow the maximum water level. These observations indicate that the outburst occurredv ia ac ombination of subglacial and englacial drainage. Englacial water drainage was also confirmed during the event by sensing the vibrationo ft he sensorc able used for theb orehole length measurement. From 1800 on 1J uly to 1800 on 5J uly,a strong water current was detected by the sensor cable vibrationa st he sensor wasl owered in a1 20 md eep borehole, which was located at about 5mfrom BH150 and BH210, at the depth of 101-103 mf rom the surface (107-109 mfrom the bed). The sound of the water flow in the borehole could also be heard. The discharge from the glacier terminus began to increase about ad ay after the onset of the outburst and it reached ap eak discharge on 6 July [ Huss et al., 2 007] .
Motion of the Ice Dam
[ 15]D uring the outburst, all the stakes showed upward motion (Figures 3b and 3c ). The magnitude of the vertical displacement was up to 0.1 me xcept for stakes 44-46 located at the western lakeshore. The displacement at these three stakes was 0.5-3.0 m, 1o rder of magnitude greater than at the other stakes ( Figure 3c ). For the centimeter-scale uplift at stakes 33-37, 41-43, and 47, the initiation of the upward motion coincided with the onset of the outburst. The upwardd isplacement wasf ollowed by nearlyt he same amount of downward displacement during the latter half of the outburst. After the outburst, the general trend of the elevation change was more negative than before the event. At stake 33, for example, the elevation was nearly constant from 20 June to 1J uly,b ut it decreased about 0.05 mf rom 7t o1 1J uly.F or the greater uplift at stakes 44-46, the initiation was several days earlier than the onset of the outburst and the peak elevation occurred in the middle of the drainage on 4July.The surface elevation dropped below the preevent level when the lake emptied.
[ 16]T he length of theb orehole BH150 generally increased until the lake outburst (Figure 3b ). It then began to decrease during the outburst on 4July and decreased until the end of the measurement process. The mean thickening rate over the upper 156 mwas 7.9 ±0.3 mm day )from 4to1 1July. The temporal pattern and magnitude of the borehole length changes are comparable to those of the surface vertical motion at the same location (compare with the vertical displacementa ts take 37 in Figure 3b ), except fort he outburst period.
[ 17]T oe xamine the details of the centimeter-scale uplift during the outburst, linear trends for the period 1-7 July were subtracted from the daily mean surface elevation at stakes 33-37and 41-43 (Figure 4 ). This procedure was not appliedt os take 47 because thed ifference between the trends before and after the outburst was too large. The magnitude of the uplift and the time of the peak elevation were different depending on the distance from the lake. The uplift was greater near the lake at stakes 37, 42, and 43. (a) Time series of the lake water level and lake discharge, (b) the vertical displacementa nd the borehole length change of BH150 (diamonds), and (c) the vertical displacement fort he stakes which showed large vertical motion. Six hr unning mean was taken for the vertical displacement measured by the theodolite and the error estimation for each stake is indicated by the gray band. The vertical gray band indicates the lake outburst period from 2t o7July.
Stakes near the lake (41 -43a nd 37) peaked about ad ay earlier than those at lower reaches( 33 -35).
[ 18]T he plan view of the stake motion revealed complex ice flow changes at stakes 44-46during the outburst event ( Figure 5 ). At the onset of the outburst on 2J uly,t he direction of the ice flow at stake 44 suddenly changed to the southwest followed by a180 backward motion lasting until the lake emptied on 8July (Figure 5a ). The horizontal flow speed during 2-8 July was about 1o rder of magnitude greater than before and after the lake drainage period [ Weiss , 2005] . The flow direction after 8July was northeast, which was clearly different from the preevent direction. The flow changes at stakes 45 and 46 are also very complex,a s shown in Figures 5b and 5c . The changes are not exactly the same as those at stake 44, but there are similarities in terms of timing, flowd irection and speed.A tt hese three stakes, the first change in the flow direction occurred at the onset of the outburst. The ice began to flow away from the lake until the nearly 180 direction change at around noon on 4J uly. The timing of the flow change coincides with the peak in the vertical displacement, which can be recognized by the stake motion projected on the vertical planes ( Figure 6 ). Ice flow speed increased particularly during the second half of the lake drainage from 4t o8July.T he direction changes and speed up of the ice motion were observed at other stakes as well [ Sugiyama et al., 2 007 ], but at 44-46a re much more pronounced. The icef low directions were toward the empty lake after 8July,which was substantially different from before 2J uly.
Subglacial Water Pressure
[ 19]W ater levels in boreholes BH430, BH230, and BH210 are shown in Figure 7a with the lake water level, the rate of the lake discharge, and the vertical displacement of stake 45. During the lake drainagep eriod, the water level in BH430 remained at ah igh level, in contrast to the large diurnal variations priort ot he outburst. Thew ater levelr apidly dropped on 7July and it did not rise again to the level before the event. Although these observations representt he clear impact of the outburst on the subglacial water pressure in the confluence area, the other two boreholes located directly in the ice dam are the object of focus here. [ 20]A fter the installation of the pressure transducers in BH230 and BH210 the water levels were consistently high and close to the flotation level, probably because the boreholes were not very well connected to the subglacial hydraulic system. Only smalld iurnal fluctuations were observed as the result of wateri nput from the surface. In these boreholes, water levels dropped on 1J uly,t he day before the onset of the outburst event. This event approximately coincided with the sudden 0.3 md rop in the lake level. The borehole levels were elevated on 2J uly at the onseto ft he outburst and remained very close to the flotation level during the drainage period. When the lake dischargec eased, thel evel subsided slowly in BH230, whereas it dropped suddenly by more than 50 minBH210.
[ 21]A closer look of the data shows that the features of the precursory event on 1July are similar in BH230 and BH210 (Figure 7b ). The water level in BH210 sharply increased at 0730 hu pt os everal meters higher than the flotation level. Water level in BH230 rose above the flotation level at the same time, which was 2hearlier than the level increase due to the diurnal variations. The borehole levels dropped at 0940 habout 1.5 hbefore the 0.3 mlake level change.
Interpretation and Discussion
Vertical Surface Motion
[ 22]T he centimeter-scale uplift observed at stakes 33-37, 41 -43, and 47 provide clues to the triggering and drainage mechanisms of the outburst. Ve rtical motion of a glacier surface is the result of vertical straining, subglacial separation, and the sliding over an inclined bed [ Hooke et al.,1989] . The sliding was expected to be enhanced during the outburst, but it cannot explain theu pward motion because the bed inclination in the lake vicinity is negative in the flowdirection. The effect of the vertical strain can be evaluated by comparing the length change of the borehole BH150 and the vertical displacement at stake 37 (Figure 3b) . Thel engthening ands horteningo ft he borehole before 2J uly and after 7J uly show similar trends as the vertical Figure 6 . Stake motion projected on (a) west-east and (b) south-north vertical planes intersecting stake 45 with ice and bed surface geometry along the transects. Trajectories before and after 4J uly 1200 h( time of the highest elevation) are drawn by the gray and black lines, respectively.T he initial positions of the trajectories correspond to the elevation of the stakes. displacement on the surface.T his indicates that the vertical strainingofthe ice is an adequate explanation of the vertical surface motion before and after the outburst. Nevertheless, the surface vertical motion from 2to6July is not consistent with the borehole length change, suggesting the occurrence of subglacial separation due to pressurizedw ater.T his interpretation is also supported by the water levels in BH230 and BH210 during this period, which werec lose to the flotation level. The water level data indicate that the subglacial waterp ressure was high enough to lift the ice in this region. The magnitude of the vertical motion was of the same order at all the survey stakes except for 44 -46. The spatially uniform uplift implies that the lake water drained as as ubglacial sheet-like flow andt he drainage path extended over the studied region. Therefore, we propose ice damf lotation as the triggering mechanism of the outburst and the lake water drainage through the space created between the ice and the bed.
[ 23]F lotation of the ice dam is likely because the lake water level was higher than the ice surface at one point, thus higher than the ice flotation level. Figure 8a is acontour plot of the difference D z between the ice flotation level and the lake level z l on 2J uly,d escribed as follows:
where z s and z b are the glacier surface and bed elevations ( Figures S1 and S2) , and r i and r w are ice and water densities. The lake level exceeds the flotation level ( D z <0)over part of the ice dam (90.7 km <northing <91.0 km) and this condition extends down glacier.Atthese regions, the subglacial water pressure would have been high enough to lift the ice dam when ahydraulic connectionbetween the lake and the glacier base was established. If this was the mechanism of the outburst initiation, the width of the drainage pathway was probably greater than 300 masthe floating part of the ice dam would have pried up the neighboring ice resulting in basal separation over abroader region.
[ 24]T ov erify the abovei nterpretation, spatial variation in the surface uplift was examined along the stake profile 33 -36. This profile was chosen as it is approximately perpendicular to the assumed drainage pathway.A lthough the glacier surface motion was influenced by the vertical straining, theg reater part of theu plifta nd subsequent lowering during the outburst was due to the basal separation as shown by the vertical strain measurement in BH150 (Figure 3b) . Thus, we use the detrended vertical displacement in Figure 4a sa ne stimate of basal separation. The uplifto ccurrede venlya tt he beginning of theo utburst (Figure 8b) , implying that the glacier sole was bridging across as ubglacial waters heet in an orth-south direction. During the secondh alf of the outburst, the vertical dis- placementw as peaked in space at stake 35, suggesting that the drainage was more enhanced at the middle of the profile. These observations support the interpretation that the outburst was triggered by the ice dam flotation over arelatively broad region between 90.7 and 91.0 km northing. If we assume that the maximum lake discharge of about 20 m 3 s 1 on 3-4J uly (Figure 7 ) took the form of as ubglacial sheet 300 mwide and 20 cm thick (Figure 8b) , the peak water flow speed can be estimated roughly as 0.3 ms 1 .
[ 25]T he location of the peak uplift can be explained by the ice and bedrock geometry.InFigure 8c, the ice flotation level along the line Xi nF igure 8a is plotted on the glacier cross section together with the lake surface elevation on 2July.Also indicated is the imaginary ice bottom elevation which is required to satisfy the condition D z =0for agiven ice surface and al ake level [ Nye, 1 976] Figure 8a along stakes 41 -43a nd 33 is due to this medial moraine (see Figures 1b and 2a) . This ridge might have formed ah ydraulic barrier between the lake and the northern part of the glacier.B ecause this barrier pinned the ice down to the bed, the uplift peak was not at the minimum in the hydraulic potential (stake 34) but at the center of the section AB (stake 35). From the foregoing analysis, we infer that the lake water first drained approximately through section AB in Figure 8c , and elevated water pressure lifted the ice above and in the vicinity of this section. Then, more water drained into the middle of the drainage pathway, forming adrainage center which approximately corresponds to line YinF igure 8a.
[ 26]O ur observation of surface uplift may be evidence of the triggering and drainagem echanisms proposed for the 1996 jökuhlaup from Grıgrave;msvötn [Jóhannesson,2002; Björnsson,2 002; Flowers et al.,2 004] . The sharp increase in the lake discharge at the onset of the outburst (Figure 3 ) is similar to the hydrograph modeled as as heet discharge [ Flowers et al., 2 004] . Moreover,t he slight increase in discharge from 4to5July after the peak discharge suggests the enlargement of conduits [ Huss et al., 2 007] , which is also consistent with the assumption used in Flowers' model: as heet flow feeds an ascent system of conduits. The most important feature commonly observed in those two events at Gornersee and Grıgrave;msvötni savery high lake water level, which is consistent with outburst triggering by ice dam flotation.
Surface Motion at Stakes 44-46
[ 27]T he timing of the vertical motion at stakes 44-46i s similar to the other stakes, but the large magnitude of the uplift (Figure 3c ) and the abrupt direction changes in the horizontal motion ( Figure 5 ) require further interpretation. Figure 8d shows the glacier cross section along the line Yin Figure 8a . The distance from stake 44 to the nearest stake 37 is only 80 m, but the uplift during the outburst is more than 1mat 44, while it is less than 0.1 mat37. The increase in the ice surface uplift toward the lake suggests the bending of them arginali ce duet ot he buoyancy force, as the lake level exceeded the ice flotation level in this region (Figure 8d) . Nevertheless, the steep gradient in the vertical displacement from 37 to 44 cannot be explained by the elastic flexure of ice as envisaged by Nye [1976] . For afloatingice plate with at hickness of 150 ma nd aY oung'sm odulus of 10 10 Pa, ac haracteristic length scale required to reduce the magnitude of the uplift in an exponential scale can be estimated as 2000 m[ Turcottea nd Schubert,1 982; Walder et al.,2006] , which is far greater than the distance between stakes 37 and 44.
[ 28]T he vertical ice motion localized near the lake is similar to that of theo bservationa tK ennicott Glacier [ Walder et al.,2 005, 2006] . During the filling process of the ice-marginal lake, they observed that the magnitude of the upliftincreased toward the lake discontinuously across a 50-100 mw ide band which lay approximately parallel to the ice-lake margin. This ice motion was interpreted as the movement of the marginal ice along ahigh-angle fault. The trajectories of stakes 44-46, however, are too complex to attribute them to the sliding along af ault plane. The uplift was accompanied by the reversal in horizontal motion, i.e., southwest and northeast motion for the periods 2-4 July and4 -8 July,r espectively( Figure5 ). Thus,t he three dimensional trajectory of the stake motion is inclined from avertical line (Figure 6 ). Because the azimuth and dip of the trajectory are different for the three stakes, three independent fault systems would have to be assumed to interpret them by faulting. The hysteresis in the trajectories is also difficult to explain by the motion along af ault. The timing of the uplift is clearly different from the observation at Kennicott Glacier.I nt he case of Kennicott Glacier,t he upward surface motionb egan severalw eeksb efore the outburst and it was more correlated with the lake level, suggesting that the ice near the glacier margin was afloat in the lake water [ Walder et al.,2005 [ Walder et al., , 2006 . On the contrary, the uplift at Gornergletscher occurredw hen the lake level wasf alling andi ta ppeared to be related to thel ake discharge with al ag of 1-2 days (Figure 7) .
[ 29]A plausible interpretation of the largeuplift at stakes 44-46i sa sf ollows. When the lake wateri ntruded into the bed approximately along the line Yi nF igure 8a, the marginal ice went afloat, opposing thet hicker part of theg lacier which wass till grounded. As the resulting stresses in thei ce becameg reatert han its mechanical strength, basal crevasses and englacial fractures were formed. Accordingly,t he densely crevassed and fractured region enabled the marginal ice to bend steeply upward by acting as ah inge. In Figure 8d , z b 0 sharply decreases from the margin Dtothe west and it reachesalocal minimum at the point C. This indicates that the buoyancy force acting on the ice above the section CD was much greater than that on the west side of C. Thus, it is likely that many crevasses and fractures were introduced at around the point Cand that they caused the upward bending of section CD (Figure 8d inset). The westward motion during the uplift at stakes 44, 45, and 46 (Figure 6a ) is consistent with this hypothesis.
The glacier surface is always heavily crevassed near the lake (Figure 2a ) because ice flow toward the lake stretches the ice dam in an east-west direction when the lake is empty. These preexisting surface crevasses weakened the ice in the lake vicinity and enabled the largeu plift as well.
[ 30]T he magnitude of the uplift appears to be related to the distance from the ice margin, the distance from the suggested drainage center (line YinF igure 8a), and the ice thickness. The uplift at stake 45 (3.0 m) was the greatest among the surveyed stakes, as it was close to the ice margin and the drainagec enter,a nd also the glacier was relatively shallow (110 mi ce thickness). The thinner ice causes more uplift as it is expected to be bent more by the buoyancy force. Stake 44 was located approximately on the drainage center,but the upliftwas only 1.0 mprobably because of the larger distance from the margin and the relatively greater ice thickness (150 m).Presumably,the uplift along the drainage center progressively increases from Ct oDin Figure 8d . The azimuth of the horizontal ice motion can be explained by the location of the drainagec enter.T he trajectories of stake 45 and 46 are inclined more to the south than that of 44 (Figure 6b ), suggesting the ice was pushed away from the line Y ( Figure 8a ) by the subglacial water intrusion.
Mechanism of the 2004 Outburst
[ 31]T he foregoingd iscussion assumes that Gornersee predominantlyd rained subglacially.H owever,t he water channels excavatedi nto thei ce floori ndicatee nglacial drainage as well. It is likely that this englacial and subglacial waterflow interacted with the ice-dam motion, that is to say,t he iced am flotation triggered the outburst and the drained lake wateri nduced the surface uplift. Here, we use the observed vertical icem otion, and the lake and borehole water levels to elucidate the details of the link between the outburst and the ice dam motion.
[ 32]T he observational facts relevant to theo utburst initiation are listed following in chronologicalo rder: (1) on 30 June uplift was detected at stake 45, (2) on 1 July 0730 hw aterl evel increased in BH210a nd BH230, (3) on 1J uly 0940 hw ater level dropped in BH210 and BH230, (4) on 1J uly 1110 hl ake water level dropped by 0.3 m, (5) on 1J uly 1800 hw aterf lowede nglacially near BH210 at the depth of 101 -103 m, (6) on 2J uly 0230 hlake surface reached the maximum level, and (7) on 2July 1200 hw ater level rose up to the flotation level in BH210 and BH230. On the basis of these observations, we propose the mechanism of the 2004 outburst as described below and sketched in Figure 9 .
[ 33]A lthough the lake level had already been higher than the flotation level at ap art of the ice dam, the sole of the ice was in contact with the bed until 30 June. We assume this is because the hydraulic connection of the lake to the glacier bed was insufficient and the stress coupling with neighboring icep revented the ice dam from flotation. Thes urface uplift of thei ce damb egano n3 0J une (Observation 1) whent he lake waterp enetrated under the glacier and pried up the marginal ice (Figure 9a ). The upward ice-dam motion connected lake water to the glacier bed as indicated by the water level increase in the boreholes in the morning of 1J uly (Observation 2). The subsequent drop in the borehole levels (Observation 3) could be attributed to the levering of the icec ausedb yt he elevated subglacial water pressure (Figure 9b ). The pressure dropped because of the space created beneath the glacier,w hich can also explain the sudden drop in the lake level 1.5 hl ater (Observation 4). Such pressure change controlled by mechanical response of ag lacier to a hydrological event was reported by Flowers and Clarke [2000] as ar esulto fn umerical modelingo nawater drainage eventi nT rapridge Glacier [ Stone and Clarke, 1996] . At this time, the boreholes weren ot connected to the ambient drainages ystem as the water levels did not show the expectedd iurnal variations (see BH430 in Figure  7a ) during the rest of the day.A st he uplift rate of the ice dam progressively increased, we hypothesize that cracks and crevasses weref ormed within the ice dam, which introduced lake water into the glacier body (Figure 9b) . The water currentd etected in the borehole at about 100 m below thes urface (Observation 5) confirms that the drainage through englacial water channels preceded sheet flow discharge along the bed. The channel was possibly developed by connecting the englacialc racks and fractures. The hydraulic connection under the ice dam became more pervasive as the upliftp roceeded. The discharge from the lake and the subglacial water pressure rapidly increased on 2J uly (Observation 7) when the ice dam decoupled from the bed, inducing subglacial drainage as a sheet flow (Figure 9c) . The large uplift at stakes 44-46 occurred at this time as the result of levering of the ice Figure 9 . Schematic diagrams showing the triggering and drainage mechanisms of the lake outburst. The diagrams correspond to the conditions when (a) the borehole water levels increasedo nt he morning of 1J uly,( b) the water drained englacially on the evening of 1J uly,a nd (c) the subglacial sheet flow was initiated.
wedge facilitated by crevasse formation and englacial fracturing.
Outburst Events in 2005 and 2006
[ 34]W erepeated the field observations at Gornergletscher in 2005 and 2006, and found strong annual variabilities in the timing and drainagep atterns of the lake outburst. In 2005, the outburst initiated when the lake water volume was less than athird of the full capacity.Detailed examination of the lake level indicated that the waters tarted to leak one week before the outburst and the discharge from the lake increased exponentially [ Huss et al., 2 007] . We infer from thel aked ischarge pattern thatt he lake drained by the process of subglacial channel enlargement. In 2006, water filledt he lake without leakageu ntil it startedt od rain superficially into am oulin located near the lake. The discharge increased as the supraglacial water flow incised ad eep gorge on the glacier [ Werder et al., 2 007] . This drainage process is similar to that observed at Black Rapids Glacier in Alaska [ Raymond and Nolan, 2 000] . From these observations in 2005 and 2006,i ti sc lear that our interpretations for the 2004 outburst are not applicable to these years.
[ 35]A plausible reason for the annually varying drainage patterns of Gornersee is the condition of the ice dam, which is affected by the previous outburst event. Because of the sudden and largei ce motion during the outburst in 2004, it is expected that the ice dam was mechanically damaged by crevassesa nd cracks. These fractures may not have healed enough to seal the lake water in 2005 and thus causedt he leakage before the basin was filled. Accordingly,the impact of the 2005 outburst on the ice dam was relatively smalland it might be the reason why the lake did not drain until it was fully filled in 2006. Such an effect has been observed in Grímsvötn, Iceland. The icedam of Grímsvötnwas severely damaged by the catastrophic outburst event in September 1996. After this event, the lake water continuously drained and the lake level could not rise for several years [ Björnsson et al., 2 001] . Va riability in the mechanical condition of the ice dam makes the prediction of the lake outburst more difficult.
[ 36]G ornersee is flooredp redominantlyb yi ce rather than bedrock.T his lake geometry may contribute to the varying drainage patterns. Buoyancy force is already applied to the marginal ice during the initial stage of lake filling, which may facilitate drainage before the lake is completely filled. The geometry of the lake floor is subjected to more change than that of bed-floored lakes. The timing and location of the outburst may be influenced by the change in the lake hypsometry.F or example,i ft he ice submerged beneath the lake water were thicker,the outburst might be triggered earlier because greater buoyancy force would be exerted on the ice.
Conclusions
[ 37]D etailed measurements of ice-dam motion, combined with hydrological measurements in the lake and adjacent boreholes, are interpreted to describe aplausible mechanism of the 2004 outburst of Gornersee.
[ 38]T he centimeter-scale surface uplift observed pervasively around the lake cannot be attributed to the vertical straining of iceo rb ed-parallel sliding, thus it suggests the separation of the glacier sole from the bed, which we argue induced as heet-like outflow from the lake. The magnitude of the uplift was greater at ap art of the ice dam where subglacial waterp ressurew ould have exceeded thei ce overburden pressure if the bed were hydraulically connected to the lake. Thus, hydraulic potential at the bed of the ice dam controlled the location and timing of the outburst. However, the outburst did not just occur when the lake level exceeded the flotation level of the ice dam, because hydraulic connection betweent he lake and the glacier bed would not be established immediately and the mechanical coupling with neighboring ice would prevent the flotation.
[ 39]T he uplift reached 0.5-3.0 mi nt he vicinity of the lake. It is likely that englacial fractures, and crevasses at the surface and bottom acted as ah inge which enabled the marginal ice to bend upward. The horizontal ice motion near the lake is consistent with the idea that the lake water drained into apart of the ice dam where the ice overburden pressure was exceeded by the lake waterp ressure.
[ 40]T iming of the vertical ice motion and changes in the lake and borehole water levels suggest that the outburst was initiated by drainage through englacial channels, followed by the sheet-like subglacial flow.P resumably,t he englacial drainage was induced by newly formed and preexisting crevasses and cracks in the ice dam.
